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Snapshot 

Youth are the wealth of the society, and a vital source of its 

productivity and creativity. The characteristics of youth in Asia 

and Pacific Area today face a highly competitive playing field; 

they are highly interested in taking part in public affairs, but 

lack of opportunities and ways to participate; they are a 

generation that is highly interested in internationalization; a 

generation highly aware of leisure; a generation that faces new 

health safety problems. Apart from actively listening to young 

people, we YMCA and Y’s Men needs to do more in cooperating with 

government and other NGOs to properly plan a youth personnel 

resources development policy to deal with changing times and the 

needs of young people. 

“2021 AYCing” Youth Action Plans 

Participation, Partner and Engagement The joint-program “2021 

AYCing”Youth Action Plan is a model of long-term promotion for 

YMCA-Y’s Men and other NGO. It is a platform for promoting youth 

participation through relationship of cooperative partnership 

and the power of YMCA-Y’s Men and other NGOs. The plan’s contents 

involve subjects such as construction of communities, local 

cultural and industrial development, voluntary and communal 

services, cultivation of education, care of aboriginal tribes and 

youngsters, and so on. This is a channel in which citizens, social 

vigor is fully represented and youth participations in citizen’s 

social activities are developed.Here is our video linking in  

2021AYCing:A water well a year in Cambodia 
https://youtu.be/CdOnZ_ehYDQ 

https://youtu.be/CdOnZ_ehYDQ


Youth, the Power of Moving Society 

This “2021 AYCing” Youth Action Plans main processing approach 

is to recruit young people in public to organize teams in a 

voluntary way.We need to bring their creative ideas into action 

as much as possible. After this plan is carried out, through 

feedback activities, fruitful results and the printing of 

storybooks, stories about young people can be widely publicized. 

As a result, it is hoped that there will be more impact so that 

more young people can feel moved and then care about communities 

and international services. It is also hoped that young people 

can fulfill their dreams of changing society.  

Conclusion 

The purpose of “2021 AYCing” Youth Action Plan is to manifest 

and practice youth service projects through the local, national 

and international organizations to contribute to the progress of 

the communities, as well as to reach the objects of recognizing 

the youth service work, recruiting new-generation volunteers and 

making the youth be the asset of society.The goal is to fulfill 

the service projects nationally (contents and scale of the 

projects are decided by volunteers). It is also expected that 

there are youth volunteer organizations involved in each and every 

district, and that youth volunteers can participate youth 

volunteer center or society in local district to sustain the 

coming services and activities.We really wish is to render those 

programs be the opportunity of participating global service and 

learning for the youth, and, by connecting with the resources of 

social group, enterprise, school, community and government, to 

make young people involve in transforming society and create an 

abundant world with vision, direction, love Y’sly. 

 

 


